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Romance
Ruler of 7th: Jupiter (Exuberant, joyful.)
Ruler of 7th Asp: Ju Opp No ()
Rising Sign: Virgo (Dependable, critical.)
Closest MC: Jupiter (Exuberant, joyful.)
Closest Asc: Uranus (Inventive, eccentric.)
Strongest Planet: Mars (Action, motivation.)
Most Dignified: Venus (Appreciation, love.)

Geocentric
Tropical
Koch Houses

Positions:
Moon in Capricorn in the 5th House
Sun in Pisces in the 6th House
Mercury in Aquarius in the 6th House
Venus in Pisces in the 6th House
Mars in Aries in the 7th House
Jupiter in Aries in the 8th House
Saturn in Sagittarius in the 4th House
Uranus in Scorpio in the 3rd House
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 3rd House
Pluto in Pisces in the 7th House
Node in Libra in the 2nd House
Midheaven in Gemini
Ascendant in Virgo
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Ruler of 7th House: Jupiter
Sabian Symbol:
A double promise is revealed by some event, suggestive of both immediate or literal and
sentimental significance. RESPONSIBILITY

Jupiter at 25°Aries

Generosity is one of your virtues, but sometimes you are indiscriminate. You form healthy, close
bonds with others, and you tend to have a strong, healthy sexual life. You may sometimes be
overly generous.

Jupiter in 8th House

Mars in 7th House 
Sabian Symbol:
A large old-fashioned woman's hat is revealed, with streamers flying in a stiff breeze from the east.
INGENUOUSNESS

Mars at 08°Aries

People who are self-motivated and aggressive appeal to you, and you want your partners and
friends to be strong, courageous people. However, you are also prone to power struggles with
others because either of you may let the other one rule.

Mars in 7th House

You have healthy, more sensitive motivations for achieving than most people. It is really true for
you that money is not the dominating motivation. You tend to succeed in areas where a strong,
imaginative, or idealistic element is required.

Mars Trine Neptune (1°14')

You are a hard worker and are devoted to your career. Fortunate circumstances are likely to assist
you in making significant contributions in your chosen field. You work with greater enthusiasm and
dedication than most people.

Mars Sextile Midheaven (2°40')

You enjoy regularity and discipline, and you love to pursue practical, creative projects. When left to
your own, you thoroughly enjoy establishing your own routine. You tend to accomplish more this
way than if you feel forced.

Mars Trine Saturn (7°04')

Pluto in 7th House 
Sabian Symbol:
In the sacred quiet and afternoon hall-lights of the museum, a young art student drinks in pure
inspiration. INEXHAUSTIBILITY

Pluto at 16°Pisces

You have a deep inner need to form close, healthy, harmonious relationships. You will grow greatly
through the trials and tribulations of family, marriage, and business relationships. You have several
close relationships that feel fated.

Pluto in 7th House

Venus
Sabian Symbol:
A trim and splendid young miss at the camp of a semi-military organization for girls blows her bugle
triumphantly. APPEAL

Venus at 08°Pisces

You like to make work an enjoyable experience; a job should not be drudgery, and you do what
you can to make it enjoyable, pleasant, and a labor of love. You enjoy helping people; you do a
good job, but are not a fanatic about it.

Venus in 6th House
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You have an excellent sense of rhythm -- music and dance are good outlets for you. Originality and
improvisation in art forms are some of your best talents and you should use them. You are also
very sexual, but manage to keep it in "good taste."

Venus Trine Uranus (7°10')

The Moon
Attention & appreciation from others are important to you. Your creative expressions are also very
dear to you, some of them representing the most meaningful aspects of yourself. You enjoy
children, games, and sports.

Moon in 5th House

You fully express your feelings, giving vent to any deep-rooted feeling. You also help others feel
better about letting go. You have a strong interest in
depth psychology, and you have strong
feelings about parenthood and family.

Moon Sextile Pluto (2°55')


You are highly responsive and sensitive to the emotional needs of others. You easily establish a
deep emotional rapport with almost anyone, and you have a harmonizing, soothing effect on them.

Moon Trine Ascendant (3°04')

You express yourself in an uninhibited, spontaneous style. You also have good coordination and
rhythm, and are able to flow with changes in your life. You are very expressive and help others to
loosen up and express themselves more freely.

Moon Sextile Uranus (3°57')
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